That Moment When Towing Chains and Hooks
Are Your Best Friend
It is probably safe to say that we know very little about the daily job of a tow-truck operator. Sure, we know they drive
trucks capable of getting us out of a jam in inclement weather or after an accident, but we don’t know much more than
that. It’s also safe to say that we don’t know much about the towing chains, hooks and most auto hauling equipment
truck operators invest in.

Every profession has its ‘tools of the trade’, and towing is no different. Towing chains and hooks are among the many
tools of the towing industry. You might even make the case that they are the most important tools. Without them, it
would be impossible to tow a vehicle behind a truck, secure it on a flatbed, or even pull it out of the ditch. It is no stretch
to say that the towing chain and hook have been a motorist’s best friend on more than one occasion.
Wherever There Is Bad Weather
Retrieving a broken-down car from a department store parking lot or a residential driveway is the easy part of towing.
The hard part is heading out onto the interstate to recover vehicles lost in bad weather. No one knows this better than
the tow-truck drivers of California. Wherever there is bad weather, you’ll see an army of dedicated drivers recovering
vehicles in all kinds of conditions.
California’s recent weather has been all about torrential rains. After suffering through years of extended drought, it
looks like Mother Nature is looking to make up the Golden State’s water deficit in one fell swoop. Motorists are paying
the price.
One late January storm was significant enough to cause California Governor Jerry Brown to declare a state of emergency
for several counties. The governor’s action proved wise. Between flash flooding, mudslides, downed trees and power
lines, and a seemingly endless list of closed roadways, it was hard to get around during the storm. But the weather
didn’t stop the tow truck operators.

With towing chains and hooks on board, the men and women of California’s towing industry hit the streets in an effort
to help stranded motorists. Some cars were pulled out of ditches while others were rescued from raging floodwaters. It
was all in a day’s work for the tow operators.
Sometimes Tow Trucks Need Help
That moment when towing chains and hooks are your best friend doesn’t apply only to stranded motorists. For example,
parts of California were hit with a late December snowstorm that caused Caltrans to close state Route 38 near Big Bear.
Chains are required on all vehicles driving through this mountainous region of Southern California during the winter, but
that particular night saw chains snap on multiple vehicles that were subsequently stranded. The snow was so deep and
difficult that even three tow trucks got stuck trying to help. It was quite a scene.
The point to all of this, is that we average motorists rely a lot more on tow truck operators than we realize. Whenever
there’s a breakdown or a stranded or wrecked vehicle, it is the tow operator who comes to the rescue. We rely on them
just as they rely on their towing chains and hooks to get the job done.
If you are a tow-truck operator, you deserve our thanks and appreciation. Mytee Products invites you to browse our
selection of tow chains, hooks, and other supplies for your operation. All our towing equipment is manufactured to the
highest possible standards. You’ll find our products tough, reliable, and fairly priced.
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